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Shell Surfaces

Excellent Mechanical Properties

Low Construction Cost

Thermal Insulation

The ELESDOPA patent is an innovative way to build mechanical properties. The figures at the end of this
walls consisting of two reinforced concrete wall-elements document show how the second moment of inertia of
separated by a support and joined by connectors.
an ELESDOPA wall is higher compared to traditional
walls.
ELESDOPA achieves
• Outstanding mechanical properties.
• No formwork is needed to construct the walls.
The concept of “support” replaces the concept of
“formwork” .
• The shape and dimensions of the walls are given by
the support. The support is shaped easily giving great
freedom of design.
• Best way to build curved concrete walls.
• Energy efficient as the support functions as thermal
insulation.
• ELESDOPA walls are well suited for passive house
buildings.
• Material save and high excecution speed lead to low
construction costs.
Arch with ELESDOPA walls

Building Procedure
ELESDOPA double-wall or multiple-wall elements can
be used for walls, floors, ceilings, roofs, arches, bridges,
dams etc.
The building procedure is as follows:
1. A support is shaped into the desired form. Usually
this support is made of expanded polystyrene or a
similar thermal insulating material.
2. The support has perforations into which connectors
Office building with ELESDOPA wall
are inserted.
3. Steel reinforcements are attached on both sides of
Mechanical Concept
the support.
ELESDOPA double-wall or multiple-wall elements
4. Concrete or mortar is shot (shotcrete) against both
achieve a higher second moment of area than the
sides of the support covering the steel reinforcements.
traditional walls while using the same amount of
5. The connectors which stick out of the concrete are
material. The deflection of a structure under load is
bent towards the wall to further close the structure.
smaller for higher second moments of area. Therefore,
6. Finally, successive layers of concrete are shot to
ELESDOPA walls deflect less than traditional walls
consolidate the wall once the previous layers are
when a load is applied.
settled and hardened. There is no need to provide
The principle of optimizing the second moment of
covering material.
area of structures is well known and has been used in
other fields of engineering. A famous example is the Wide Shell Structures
I-beam, used in steel constructions and as the rails
With ELESDOPA the shape of the building is given by
for trains. The ELESDOPA patent applies the same
the support. Since the support is easily shaped, curved
physical concept to concrete walls resulting in excellent
structures can be easily achieved. Curved surfaces are
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Energy Efficiency & Passive House
In addition to giving the shape and dimensions of the
wall, the ELESDOPA support functions as insulation.
The support is usually made of expanded polystyrene,
which is a good thermal insulating material. As a result,
ELESDOPA walls are energy-efficient allowing them to
be used for passive house buildings.

Better Sound Insulation
The support gives the shape to the building
physically stronger than flat surfaces because they have
higher second moments of area. Therefore, wide areas
can be spanned without the need of internal pillars
to support the structure. Furthermore, its innovative
building procedure reduces the cost of shell structure.
ELESDOPA is the best way to build curved shapes.

As ELESDOPA features two concrete wall elements
with support material in between, much better sound
insulation is achieved than with traditional concrete
walls.

Lower Costs

ELESDOPA structures save material which leads to
lower costs. The support, usually made of expanded
polystyrene, can be made of other materials extracted
and manufactured locally in order to minimize the
costs and the energy spent in its transportation.
The execution speed is very high therfore lowering
costs.

Environmentally Friendly

ELESDOPA strives to minimize the environmental
impact by increasing material and energy efficiency. It
is the goal of ELESDOPA to construct sustainable and
resource-efficient buildings.

All Advantages at a Glance
ELESDOPA shell structure without pillars.

Seismic Advantages

• Excellent mechanical properties
• Great freedom of design
• Material saving, lower cost
• Good thermal insulation thanks to support
• Good sound insulation

To improve the resistance of constructions against
earthquakes two criteria are important; the strength of Contact & More Info
the construction and a low mass. ELESDOPA allows to
achieve both these criteria simultaneously making it an www.elesdopainternational.com
optimal solution for contructions in seismically active info@elesdopa.com
areas.
Laurens Michiels van Kessenich, PhD ETH in Physics
Construction Standards
+41 774 168237
ELESDOPA ensures that its innovative techniques
comply with all the standards and regulations for Margarita Rojas Jiménez, MSc in Physics
+34 722 774267
planning and construction.
margarita@elesdopa.com
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Fig. 1:

A horizontal plain beam
has a low second moment
of area Ix..
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A vertical plain beam
has a much larger Ix but
a very small length in
x-direction.
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Fig. 2:
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ELESDOPA walls have
an excellent inertia
moment and a long
length in x-direction
using the same mass as
the beams in Figure 1
and 2.
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Connector
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